My Journey

Charlotte
Drew

Commenced Camberwell Girls journey in 2011 (Foundation) / From a family of women who have always been
active in the community and instilled in Charlotte the importance of care and support for others / Her mother,
grandmother and great grandmother (who is 90) all give back to others on a regular basis / She gains a great
sense of happiness and pride from helping others and enjoys contributing to make a difference in the community /
Travelled to Fiji with her family and a suitcase full of school supplies. Volunteering at local primary schools they met
students and educators and learnt that without the support of others, the students would not have the opportunity to
receive an education / Regularly helps out at Open Hands, a soup kitchen catering for the homeless, elderly, lonely
and the poor. Charlotte helps set up, collect plates and then, her favourite part - “at the end I just speak to the guests
so they feel connected to the community and not alone” / An animal lover, Charlotte and her family also support
RSPCA and recently adopted two older dogs by giving them a forever home - “everybody generally wants puppies
which means older dogs are harder to rehouse” / The organisation that has had the biggest impact on Charlotte is
Open Hands – “I’ve seen firsthand, the hardship of families with children who have nothing and are grateful for the
food and company we give them. It has made me grateful for the things that I have and the life that I live” / When
not giving of her time to others, Charlotte can be found playing netball, horse riding, at gymnastics or ballet.
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Her Dream: I want to be a surgeon so I can help people and make a difference in their lives.
Last Words: My time at Camberwell Girls has taught me that we all have the ability to make a difference and that it
only takes one person to inspire others. If I could, I would change the way people treat each other. I’d love a world
where everybody is accepting, supporting and equal.

Everybody can be great…
because anybody can serve.
You don’t have to have a college
degree to serve.
You don’t have to make your
subject & verb agree to serve.
You only need a heart full of
grace. A soul generated by love.
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a single moment
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to improve
the world.

Commenced Camberwell Girls journey in 2013 (Year 7) / Enjoyed her year as Reconciliation Captain, working
closely with Murrundindi to introduce initiatives to help educate the Camberwell Girls community about Indigenous
culture / Currently in Year 11 and studying Visual Communication Design, Studio Arts, Theatre Studies, English,
Mathematics and Community Service at TAFE / Is from a family who has always given to the community and who
never sheltered her from the “harsh and damaging ways of the world” / Was taught from a very young age to help
others because “that’s just what people do” / To Fearn, service isn’t giving back - instead it’s all about what she
learns from others along the way / Has travelled to Cambodia twice on the School’s Immersion Trip and spent
her holidays volunteering at Green Gecko. Trips she describes as life changing and a true reflection of “it’s not
about where you are but who you are with” / Is adamant that service shouldn’t be ‘tracked’ however, highlights for
Fearn have included tutoring refugee students, spending time with the homeless at shelters, looking after children
at River Nile, the 40 Hour Famine and attending the One World WonTok Conference / Has completed every level
of the Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award Program - Bronze, Silver and Gold / Loves meeting new people,
experiencing new cultures and environments and offering her own skills to support others / It will come as no
surprise that in the future, Fearn wants to work with people in either community development, foreign aid, nursing
or art therapy.
Her Dream: For everyone in the world to be provided with equal opportunities and rights to further improve their
lives in a positive, safe, happy and equal environment.
Last Words: It is imperative to give back to enable others to survive and to live peaceful lives. By giving to others
we learn to be selfless, generous and kind. This is then passed on through generations and cultures. We also
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learn that giving back isn’t just a ‘nice quality’. It is something we should be doing every day. It creates a balanced
community, allowing people to be equal by giving what they can and taking what they need. By working together,
you realise that there is a lot more to the world than ‘you’. It is a world of ‘us’.

